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CHARACTERISTICS OF INDEX ONE ORBITS
OF MORSE-SMALE DIFFEOMORPHISMS
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(Communicated by Kenneth R. Meyer)

Abstract. We use Lyapunov functions to find restrictions on the periodic data

of index one orbits of Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms. The resulting structure

is then used to find connections between index one orbits.

Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms are an important class of dynamical systems

which can be characterized as those diffeomorphisms whose nonwandering sets

consist of finitely many hyperbolic periodic points with transverse intersection.

In [1], Franks presents the Morse inequalities which demonstrate a topological

restriction on the periodic data of such diffeomorphisms. In this paper, we

outline another restriction on the index one orbits of Morse-Smale diffeomor-

phisms. In addition, we demonstrate a method for finding connections between

index one orbits and orbits of index zero or one. The concept of filtration tree

introduced below was contained in slightly different form in [3].

1. Preliminaries

Let /: M -* M be a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism of a compact connected

manifold M. To each orbit yi of / we associate the triple (pi, ut, A¡), where

pi is the period of y¡, ul is the dimension of Wu(yf), the unstable manifold of

yi, and A¿ is the orientation type of yi. Aj. = 1 if f" preserves the orientation

of W(yi) and equals -1 otherwise. The set of triples {(p¡, ut, A(.)} is called

the periodic data of /. We recall a Lyapunov function for / is a continuous

function (c:M-»R satisfying

(1) ip(f(x)) < \p(x), when x is not a periodic point, and

(2) if x and y are periodic points, ip(x) = ip(y) if and only if x and y

are in the same orbit of/.

In [2], there is a nice exposition of the proof of the following.

1.1.    Theorem. There exists a Lyapunov function \p for f . Further, if a and

y are orbits of f and a jí y, the only restrictions on the value of ip at a and

y is ip(a) < \p(y) if IVs(a) n Wu(y) ¿ 0.
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If ip is a Lyapunov function for /, a G R, and \p~ (a) does not include an

orbit of /, then TV = y/~ ((-co, a]) is a submanifold of M, /(TV) c int(TV),

and dim(M) = dim(TV) if TV ̂  0. If A is a component of TV we define

IVs(A) = UjceY Ws(x) where ^' is the set of periodic points contained in A .

WU(A) is defined similarily.

2. The main results

Let /: M —> M be a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism and let {yx, ... , yk} be

the index one orbits of /. We will construct a filtration of these orbits. Our

results follow from an examination of the structure of this filtration.

2.1. Definition. Let ip: M —> R to be a Lyapunov function which satisfies the

following conditions:

(1) ¥(7¡) = i-
(2) If a is an index zero orbit of /, then ip(a) < 0 .

(3) If X is an orbit of whose index is greater than one, then >p(X) > k .

Let e > 0 be such that the only orbit contained in \p~ ((/ - 2e, i + 2e)) is

yi. We define the filtration 7V0 c A, c • • ■ C Nk by TV,. - ip~l((-oc, i + e]) for

/ = 0, l,...,k.

Let TV,, be an element of the filtration NQ c TV, c • • • c Nk . The reader will

note it is possible to choose a Lyapunov function so that some of the connected

components of TV,, will not contain any periodic points of f. We will restrict

our attention to trapping components which we define to be components of TV

containing at least one periodic point of /. Note, if A is a component of TV.

which is not a trapping component, then A does not contain a periodic point

of /, and so fm(A) nA = 0 for all m > 0.

Let Ax and A2 be two trapping components of TV . As /m(TV) c TV,, and

fm(Ax) is connected, it follows that fm(Ax) nA2 ¿ 0 implies fm(Ax) c A2.

Thus it makes sense to talk about the orbit structure of the trapping components

of TV,. We say Ax and A2 are in the same orbit if and only if fm(Ax) c A2

for some positive integer m . If A e co, an orbit in TV,, then the period of A

is equal to the period of co and is defined by

pex(A) = pex(co) = min{m G Z+\fm(Ax) c A{}.

2.2. Proposition. A/0 has the orbit structure of the set of periodic sinks of f.

That is there exists a 1 -1, onto correspondence between the orbits of TV0 and the

orbits of the periodic sinks which commutes with f.

Proof. By definition, TVQ contains all the periodic sinks and no other periodic

points of /. By definition, each trapping component of TV0 must contain

at least one periodic sink. Since TV0 is contained in the union of the stable

manifolds of the periodic sinks and the stable manifolds are open, it is clear

that there is at most one sink in each trapping component of TV0. The result

follows.
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Now let us examine the orbit structure of TV,, for i > 0.

2.3. Definitions. Let xeyr As Wu(x) is homeomorphic to R, IVu(x)\{x}

contains two components which we will denote IV"(x) and IV"(x). Define

A+(x) to be the trapping component of TV,_, satisfying W"(x) c Ws(A+(x)).

Similarily, define A_(x) to be the trapping component of TV,_, satisfying

IV" (x) c Ws(A_(x)). When it is possible to do so without confusion we will

label A+(x) and A_(x), A+ and A_, respectively.

2.4. Proposition.  A+(x) and A_(x) are well defined.

Proof. It suffices to prove the proposition for A+(x). Let x e yi and fix

y e IV"(x). As y/(y) < i, there exists m > 0 such that fm(y) c TV,_, .

Without loss of generality we will assume that m is divisible by the periods

of all the trapping components of TV,_, and by the period of x. Let A be

the trapping component of 7V/_, which contains fm(y). Since the period of

A divides m , y e IVs (A). Now let a be an arc in IV"(x) with endpoints

y and fm(y). For sufficiently large n, fm"(a) will be contained in TV,_, .

As a is connected, fm"(a) must lie entirely in one trapping component of

TV,_, ; namely, A . Hence, a e IVS(A). As all points in W"(x) are contained

in fm"(a) for some integer n , it follows that IV"(x) is entirely contained in

IVs(A). Clearly, A is the desired trapping component A+(x).

2.5. Proposition. Let xeyr If x is orientation preserving, then the periods

of A+ and A_  divide the period of x. If x is orientation reversing then A+

and A_ are in the same orbit of TV, and the period of A+  (and A   ) divides

twice the period of x.  Further, if x is orientation reversing and the period of

A+ divides the period of x, then A+ = A_ .

Proof. Suppose A(x) = 1 and per(x) = p. Then fp(IV"(x)) = IV"(x).

Hence, fp(A+) n A+ ^ 0 which implies fp(A+) c A+ . Similarily, we see

that fp(A_) c A_ . So, Pex(A+) and Pex(A_) both divide p = per(x).

Now suppose A(x) = -1 and per(x) = p. Since fp(IV"(x)) = IV"(x),

fp(A+)r\A_ ^ 0. Thus, fp(A+) c A_ and A+ and A_ axe in the same orbit

of /V,_,. Now f2p(IV^(x)) = W"(x) so f2p(A+)nA+ ¿ 0 which implies

f2p(A+) c A+. Therefore, pex(A+) divides 2p. Note, if pex(A+) divides p,

then fp(A+) c A_ implies A+ = A_ .

Now the orbit structure of TV,, can be determined from the orbit structure of

TV,_, and y, via the following theorem.

2.6. Theorem. Let {cox, co2, ...fc>m} be the set of orbits of trapping compo-

nents of TV,_, , let x e y,, and let p = per(x).

(i) Suppose A(x) = 1, and A    and A+ are in separate orbits of TV,_, , say

cox and co2, then TV, has orbits {co, co'3, co'4, ... , co'm} with periods so
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that
per( tu j) = per(ct).)   for i = 3, 4, ... , m,

pex(co) = gcd[per(<y,), per(cu2)].

(ii) Suppose A(x) = 1, and A_ and A+ are in the same orbit of N¡_x, say

cox, then TV,, has orbits {co, co'2, ...co'm} with periods so that

pex(co'i) = pex(co¡)   for i = 2,3, ... , m,

and pex(co) divides pex(cox).

(iii) Suppose A(x) = -1, and pex(A+) divides 2p but does not divide p,

then TV, has orbits {co, co'2, ... co'm} with periods so that

per(w') = per(&>,)   for i = 2, 3, ... , m,

1
and per(co) = ^per(ct>,).

iv) Suppose A(x) = -1, and per(^4+) divides p, then TV,, has orbits {co\,

co'2, ...co'm} with periods so that

per(co') = per(w,)   for i = 1,2,3, ... , m.

In the proof of the theorem we will use:

2.7. Lemma. Let x G y, and define Vi = TV_, u [ljfl W"(f(x))]. Then the

orbit structure of TV. is the same as the orbit structure of V . That is, there exists

a 1-1, onto correspondence between the orbits of Vj and the orbits of TV,, which

commutes with f.

Proof of the lemma. If F has only one trapping component we are done as this

implies TV, has only one trapping component. If not, let 3ô be the minimum

distance between any two disjoint trapping components of Vi. As F is closed

and compact,  3ô > 0.  Let  V¡(5) be a ô neighborhood of V¡ and let  V¡ =
k

TV,nF,(f5). Clearly K and F have the same orbit structure. Also, / (TV,.) and

TV, have the same orbit structure for all integers k . As V¡ c TV,, to complete

the proof it suffices to show / (TV) c V¡ for some k .

Let z G TV,.. Since all points in M belong to the stable manifold of some

periodic point and \p(z) < i, z is contained in the stable manifold of some

periodic point contained in  Vi.  Hence, there exists an integer k'  such that

/  (z) g Vx.. As TV: is compact this implies there exists an integer k such that

/V/)CF.

Proof of the theorem. Let x G y,, and let p — per(x). By the preceding lemma

it suffices to prove the theorem for

rç-rç-iu \JlV"(f(x))
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(i) Suppose A(x) = 1, that is x is orientation preserving, and A_ and

A+ axe in different orbits of TV,_, , say A+ e cox and A e co2. In F =

Ni_xU[\JaIV"{f(x))] A+ and A_ are connected by W"(x). Let co -

(Ja>0[fa(A+ U IV"(x) u A_)]. To complete the proof of (i) it suffices to show

co has d trapping components which are cyclically permuted by /, where d =

gcd[pex{A+), per(^_)].

Let p+ = pex(A+) and p_ — per(^_). Note A+ is connected to fa(A_) by

fbp+(W"((x)) if and only if a s bp+ mod (p_) This follows from fbp*(W^(x))

C IVs(fbp+(A+)) = IVS(A+), fbp+(W"_(x)) C Ws(fbp+(A_)),and IVs(fbp+(A_))

c Ws(f(A_) if and only if a = mod (p+). So, if d = gcd(p+, p_), A+ is

connected to f"(A_) by an iterate of IVu(x) if and only if a = bd for some

integer b. Similarily, A_ is connected to fa(A_) by an iterate of W"(x) if

and only if a — bd for some integer b .

Now let j G {1, w , ... , d - 1} where <7 = gcd(p+ , p_). By an argument

similar to the one used above we can show fJ(A+) is connected to fa+J(A_)

by an iterate of W"(x) if and only if a = bd for some integer b . Our claim

for the set co and hence the proof of (i) follows.

(ii) Suppose A(x) = 1 and that A+ and A_ axe in the same orbit of TV,_, ,

say co, . Let {Ax, A2, ... , An} be the trapping components of cox indexed

such that f(A¡) = A¡+x . Recall, n is divisible by p . Without loss of generality

we will assume A+ = Ax. Consider the orbit, co, of F, = TV,._,u[|Ja Wu(f(x))]

defined by co = flj, ,A¡) U (ljfl W"(f(x))). Clearly, if A_ = Ax(= A+), then
per(co) = per( co,). An argument similar to the one used in the proof of (i) will

show, if A_ = A¡ where i jt 1, then per(a>) = gcd(p, / - 1) and we are done

with the proof of (ii).

(iii) Suppose A(x) = -1, per(^+) = p+, and p+ divides 2p but does not

divide p. That is, p = (j + a)p+ for some integer a. By Proposition 2.5

we know that A+ and A_ belong to the same orbit of 7V_, , say co, . Then,

fp(IV"{x)) = Ws_(x) implies fp(A+)nA_ ¿ 0 or /(1/2+a)p+(/l+) n A_ ¿ 0

which implies fi/2p+(A+)nA_ / 0. Hence, fi,2p+(A+) c A_ . By assumption

there are an even number of trapping components in cox . Thus, the trapping

components of cox , {Ax, A2, ... , An, A\, A2, ... , A'n) , can be indexed such

that Ax = A+ and A\ = A_ ; f(At) = A¡+x for / = 1, 2,..., n - 1 ; f(AJ =
A'x ; f(Ai') = A'j+X for i = 1, 2, ... , n-l ; and f(A'n) = Ax . Now consider the

orbit, co, of Vi defined by co = (IJ, A¡) U (lja IVu(f(x))) U (IJ, A'¡). It is clear

that A    is connected to A    by IV"(x) and, in general, A¡ is connected to A't

is connected to A'¡ by W"(f'(x)). Hence, co has the desired orbit structure.

(iv) Suppose A(x) = -1, per(^+) = p+ , and p+ divides p. That is, p -

ap+ for some integer a. By Proposition 2.5 we know that A+ = A_ . So

{Ja[IV"(f(x))] does not connect any trapping components of TV,_, in V( and

the result follows.
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2.8. Proposition. Nk contains a single trapping component. (Recall, yk is the

index one orbit with the highest Lyapunov value.)

Proof. It suffices to show: If tp is a Luapunov function, TV = cp~ ((-co, a]),

and TV' = ^_I((-oo, b]), are such that TV' c TV, cp~\b) does not contain any

periodic points, and the only orbit contained in TV\TV' is y where y has index

> 2, then TV is not connected if TV' is not connected. From this it follows that

M is not connected if Nk is not connected.

To prove the assertion let x G y, m be the index of x, p = per(x), and

D c W"(x) be an w-disk centered at x. Define B = fp(D)\D. Note, B is

connected as m > 2 and fp is an expanding map. Now there exists n e Z

such that f"p(B) c TV'. Since B is connected, f"p(B) is contained entirely in

one trapping component of TV', say A . This implies IVs(A) D (IV"(x)\{x}).

Hence, none of the trapping components of TV' will be connected by IV"(x)

in TV. Thus, TV will have as many trapping components as TV' does.

As a bookkeeping device we introduce the filtration tree. The idea is to

construct a directed tree in which each node corresponds to an index one or

index zero orbit. Each branch of the tree will correspond to an orbit of trapping

components in some element of the filtration NQ c A, c ■ ■ • C Nm .

2.9. Definition. We define a value directed tree to be a connected acyclic graph

with directed edges such that each node (vertex) has an associated integer value.

The value of a node n is denoted by ^(n). A node with no edges leaving

it is called a lower terminal node. A node with no edges entering it is called

an upper terminal node. The remaining nodes are called intermediary nodes.

We say node n0 connects to node nx if there is an edge from nQ to nx and

we write n0 —► nx . If there is a sequence of connected nodes from nx to nt,

«, —> n2 ■ ■ ■ «,_, —> nt, we say «, lies below nx , and nx lies above nt.

2.10. Definition. Let NQ c A, c ■ • ■ C Nm be a filtration for the diffeomor-

phism / and Lyapunov function ip as defined in 2.1. Let {yx,72, ■■■ ,yk} oe

the index one points of / and let {ax, a2, ... , am} be the index zero points of

/. A filtration tree, T, for TV,, is a value directed tree satisfying the following

conditions:

( 1 ) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the lower terminal nodes

of T and the index zero orbits of /. The value of the lower terminal

node corresponding to the index zero orbit a. is the period of a, .

(2) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the upper terminal and

intermediary nodes of T and the index one orbits of /. The value of

the node corresponding to the index one orbit y, is the period of the

orbit of trapping components in TV, containing y,.

(3) If n0 lies below nx and y, is the index one orbit corresponding to nx,

then the orbit corresponding to n0 is contained in the orbit of trapping

components in TV. which contains y,.
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2.11. Notes. The filtration tree is dependent on the choice of Lyapunov func-

tion \p . We shall say the orbit a lies below the orbit y in the filtration tree T

if the corresponding nodes of T are so ordered.

The following proposition outlines some of the characteristics of filtration

trees.

2.12. Proposition. Let T be a filtration tree for f, then

( 1 )  T has a unique upper terminal node with value one.

(2) If y is the index one orbit corresponding to the node n(y) and A(y) = 1,

then there is either one or two edges leaving n(y) and the period of y is

divisible by the value of the nodes to which n(y) connects. If there are

two edges leaving n(y), then "V(n(y)) = gcd(^(nx), ^(n2)). where

nx and n2 are the nodes to which n(y) connects. If there is one edge

leaving, ^(n(y)) divides ?^(n,) where nx is the node to which n(y)

connects.

(3) If y is the index one orbit corresponding to the node n(y) and A(y) =

-1, then there is a unique edge leaving n(y). If nx is the node to

which n(y) connects, then ^(nx) divides twice the period of y and

^(n(y)) = ^(nx) ifV(nx) divides the period of y, and equals \^(nx)

otherwise.

Proof. (1) follows from the fact that T is connected and Proposition 2.8. (2)

and (3) follow from Theorem 2.6.

2.13. Definition. Let P be the periodic data of /. We say P admits the

value directed tree F as a filtration tree if there is a one-to-one correspondence

between the index zero orbits of / and the lower terminal nodes of T such

that the value of these nodes equals the period of the associated orbit and if

there is a one-to-one correspondence between the remaining nodes of T and

the index one orbits of / which satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.12.

Such a value directed tree is called an admissible filtration tree for P

2.14. Example. Suppose the periodic data of the index zero and one points of

/ is {(2,0, 1),(4,0, 1),(8, 1, 1),(2, 1, 1),(1, 1,-1)}. Then two of the

admissible filtration trees of / are:

The value of the node is written to the left of the node and the periodic data

of the associated orbit is written to the right of the node.

The following theorem is an immediate corollary of Proposition 2.2, Theorem

2.6, and Proposition 2.8.
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2.15. Theorem. If P is the periodic data of a Morse-Smale dijfeomorphism,

then P admits a filtration tree.

The filtration TV,, also yields information about the connections between the

orbits of a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism. We say there is a connection from

the orbit y to the orbit a of / if IVs(a) n W"(y) ■£ 0. Clearly, if an index

zero or one orbit a of f does not lie below the index one orbit y of / in the

filtration tree then there is no connection from y to a. On the other hand, if

a lies below y in the filtration tree this does not necessarily imply there is a

connection. However, we can show:

2.16. Theorem. Let y be an index one orbit of the Morse-Smale dijfeomor-

phism f. Let ip be a Lyapunov function which satisfies Definition 2.1. Denote

the filtration tree determined by \p, T, and denote the node of T corresponding

to y, n(y). Assume n(y) —* n(a) in T where n(a) is the node of T corre-

sponding to the orbit a. If A(y) = 1 and n(a) is the only node below n(y)

whose value divides the period of y, or if A(y) = -1 and n(a) is the only node

below n(y) whose value divides twice the period of y, then there is a connection

from y to a. That is,  IVs(a) n W"(y) ¿ 0.

Proof. Let x G y. If a is an index zero orbit, a is the only orbit below y on

that branch of T. As the unstable manifold of an index one orbit must lie in

the stable manifold of the union of the orbits which lie below it in T, either

IV"(x) c Ws(a) or IV"(x) C W\a) as desired.

Now assume a is an index one orbit. Suppose A(y) = 1 and n(a) is the

only node below y in T whose value divides the period of y. Let TV' be the

element of the filtration. TV0 c A, c • • ■ c Nk , associated with a . That is, TV'

is the first element of the filtration which contains a . Let TV" be the element

of the filtration immediately below TV' and let co be the orbit of TV' which

contains a.

Now choose x e y. By our previous work we know that either IV"(x) c

IVs(co) or W"(x) c IVs(co). Without loss of generality we will assume IV"(x)

C IVs(co). Also by our previous work we know Wu(a) is connecting one or

two orbits of N" . We will assume Wu(a) connects the orbits cox and co2 of

N" where co2 may be empty. By hypothesis, the periods of co, and co2 do

not divide the period of y. Note the set IVs(co)\Ws(a) = IVs(cox) U Ws(co2)

is open and disconnected. Hence, if W"(x) c IVs (cox) U IVs(co2) it must be

contained entirely in one trapping component of IVs\cox) U IVs(co2). But this

is not possible as the periods of cox and co^ do not divide the period of y.

Thus, IV"(x) c IVs (co) implies IVs (a) n W"(y) ¿0.

The proof for the case A(y) = -1 is similar.

2.17. Note. The connection of orbits is transitive. That is, if a , y , and X are

orbits of / such that there are connections from X to y and from y to a,

then there is a connection from X to a .

Together the transitivity of connections and Theorem 2.16 allows us to find

many connections // we can determine an appropriate Lyapunov function and
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filtration for the given Morse-Smale diffeomorphism. In those cases where we

have only the periodic data we need to look at all admissible filtration trees.

2.18. Theorem. Let P be the periodic data of the Morse-Smale diffeomrophism

f. If a is an index zero or one orbit which lies below the index one orbit y in

every admissible filtration tree for P, then there is a connection from y to a.

That is,  IVs (a) nW"(y)¿0.

Proof. Let a and y be index one orbits of / and suppose IVs (a)nIVu (y) = 0 .

That is, there is no connection from y to a. Then by Theorem 1.1 there exists

a Lyapunov function cp such that <p(a) > tp(y). Further, as both a and y are

index one orbits, we can assume (p satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.1.

Examination of the filtration tree T(cp) associated with cp will show that a is

not below y in T(tp). Hence, if a lies below y in every admissible filtration

tree of P,  IVs(a) n W"(y) ¿ 0 .

If a is an index zero orbit of /, we will use an argument similar to that

used above. However, it will be necessary to develop an alternative filtration

and associated tree.

Let {yx,y2, ... , yk} be the index one orbits of / and define cp : M —* R to

be a Lyapunov function which satisfies the following conditions:

(1) <P(Y,) = i,
(2) If a is an index zero orbit of /, then 0(a) < 0(y¡)  if and only if

Ws(a)CMV"(yi)^0.

(3) If A is an orbit whose index is greater than one, then cp(X) > k .

Let e > 0 be such that the only orbit contained in <p~l((i - 2e, i + 2e)) is y, .

We can then define a filtration TVQ c TV, c ■ • ■ c TV^. by TV, = <p~l((-oo, i + e]),

for i = 1, 2, ... , k , and TV0 = cp~ ((-co, 1 - e]).

Now let cp : M —► R be a Lyapunov function which satisfies Definition 2.1 and

let N0c Nx c ■■ ■ c Nk be the filtration defined by <p . Notice cp(yj) = cp(y/). It

is easy to check that the orbit structure of TV, is the same as the orbit structure

of N¡\A¡ where A¡ is the set of index zero orbits, a satisfying tp(a) > i.

Further, it is clear that the filtration TV, defines a filtration tree f, which is

identical to the filtration tree defined by TV, .

Now suppose a is an index zero orbit of /, y is an index one orbit of /,

and IVs(a) n IV"(y) = 0. That is, there is no connection from y to a . Then

a does not lie below y in the filtration tree f defined above. Hence, if a lies

below y in every admissible filtration tree of P, IVs(a) n W"(y) ^ 0.
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